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ABT ENGINE TECHNOLOGY

DESCRIPTION ORDER NO. PRICE IN EURO
excl. VAT

ABT Power “New
Generation”

2,0 TSI 228 kW (310 HP), 380 Nm to approx. 272 kW (370 HP), 460 Nm
engine code: CJXG, manual 5G07120370CJXG/1 2.092,44 D

2,0 TSI 228 kW (310 HP), 400 Nm to approx. 272 kW (370 HP), 480 Nm
engine code: DJHA, only DSG 5G07120370DJHA/1 2.092,44 D

assembly assembly per engine upgrade 147,06

ABT Power S “New
Generation”

2,0 TSI 228 kW (310 HP), 400 Nm to approx. 294 kW (400 HP), 500 Nm
incl. downpipe with sport catalyst
engine code: DJHA, only DSG

5G07120400DJHA/1 3.689,07 A

assembly assembly per engine upgrade 487,39

Please pay attention to the speed index of the tires! If the speed index is not sufficient, new tires need to be installed.
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ABT AERODYNAMICS

DESCRIPTION ORDER NO. PRICE IN EURO
excl. VAT

ABT aerodynamics ABT - SIDE SKIRTS
material ABS / not primed 5G0801120 516,81 C
painting 327,73
partial painting 71,42
assembly 184,87
ABT - TAILGATE ADD-ON
incl. decor foil / material PU-RIM / primed 5G0801230 176,47 C
painting 92,44
partial painting 75,63
assembly 92,44

The ABT Aerodynamic products might have restrictions in terms of installation on the serial car. Please check if there will be any limitations for your vehicle at the ABT
configurator, get in contact with your ABT partner or speak to ABT Sportsline directly.
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ABT SPORT WHEELS

DESCRIPTION ORDER NO. PRICE IN EURO
excl. VAT

ABT wheel sets
DR

ABT - DR18 - SPORT ALLOY WHEEL SET
DR18 - 8,5 x 18 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 50 - hub diameter: 57,1 mm -
ball: 25,6 mm
color: mystic black

FDR1885501257MB-01 1.848,74 C

ABT - DR19 - SPORT ALLOY WHEEL SET
DR19 - 8.5 x 19 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 50 - hub diameter: 57.1 mm -
ball: 25.6 mm
color: mystic black

FDR1985501257MB-01 2.184,87 C

ABT - DR20 - SPORT ALLOY WHEEL SET
DR20 - 9.0 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 40 - hub diameter: 66.5 mm -
ball: 25.6 mm
color: mystic black - incl. wheel center rings AN5571665-DR

FDR2090401266MB-02 2.831,93 C

ABT wheel sets
ER-C

ABT - ER-C18 - SPORT ALLOY WHEEL SET
ER-C18 - 8,5 x 18 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 45 - hub diameter: 57,1 mm -
ball: 25,6 mm
color: gun-metal / diamond-machined

FERC1885451257GM-1-01 1.848,74 C

ABT - ER-C19 - SPORT ALLOY WHEEL SET
ER-C19 - 8.5 x 19 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 45 - hub diameter: 57.1 mm -
ball: 25.6 mm
color: gun-metal / diamond-machined

FERC1985451257GM-1-01 2.184,87 C

ABT - ER-C20 - SPORT ALLOY WHEEL SET
ER-C20 - 9,0 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 40 - center bore: 66,45 mm -
ball: 25,6 mm
color: silverbullet - incl. wheel center rings AN5571665-DR

FERC2090401266-02  1.840,75 G

ABT - ER-C20 - SPORT ALLOY WHEEL SET
ER-C20 - 9,0 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 40 - center bore: 66,45 mm -
ball: 25,6 mm
color: gun-metal - incl. wheel center rings AN5571665-DR

FERC2090401266GM-02 2.831,93 C

ABT wheel sets
ER-F

ABT - FORGED WHEEL SET ER-F 19
ER-F - 9,0 x 19 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 40 - center bore: 57,1 mm - ball:
25,6 mm -
color: black magic - weight each wheel 8,0 kg

FERF1990401257-01 6.554,62 E

ABT wheel sets
FR

ABT - FR20 - SPORT ALLOY WHEEL SET
FR20 - 8,5 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 40 - hub diameter: 66,45 mm -
ball: 25,6 mm
color: mystic black - incl. wheel center rings AN5571665-DR

FFRC2085401266-02 2.831,93 C

ABT complete
wheel sets
DR

ABT - DR18 COMPLETE WHEEL SET
DR18 - 8.5 x 18 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 50 - hub diameter: 57.1 mm -
ball: 25.6 mm
color: mystic black - incl. tyres: 225/40 R18

DR1885501257MB-22540-01 2.722,69 C

ABT - DR19 COMPLETE WHEEL SET
DR19 - 8.5 x 19 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 50 - hub diameter: 57.1 mm -
ball: 25.6 mm
color: mystic black - incl. tyre: 225/35 R19

DR1985501257MB-22535-01 3.058,82 C

ABT - DR20 COMPLETE WHEEL SET
DR20 - 9.0 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 40 - hub diameter: 66.5 mm -
ball: 25.6 mm - color: mystic black
incl tyre: 235/30 R20 + wheel center rings AN5571665-DR

DR2090401266MB-23530-02 4.142,86 C

ABT complete
wheel sets
ER-C

ABT - ER-C18 COMPLETE WHEEL SET
ER-C18 - 8.5 x 18 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 45 - hub diameter: 57.1 mm -
ball: 25.6 mm
color: gun-metal / diamond-machined - incl. tyre: 225/40 R18

ERC1885451257GM-1-22540-01 2.722,69 C

ABT - ER-C19 COMPLETE WHEEL SET
ER-C19 - 8.5 x 19 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 45 - hub diameter: 57.1 mm -
ball: 25.6 mm
color: gun-metal / diamond-machined - incl. tyre: 225/35 R19

ERC1985451257GM-1-22535-01 3.058,82 C

ABT - ER-C20 COMPLETE WHEEL SET
ER-C20 - 9.0 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 40 - hub diameter: 66.5 mm -
ball: 25.6 mm
color: silverbullet - incl. tyre: 235/30 R20 - incl. wheel center rings
AN5571665-DR

ERC2090401266-23530-02  2.692,86 G

ABT - ER-C20 COMPLETE WHEEL SET
ER-C20 - 9.0 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 40 - hub diameter: 66.5 mm -
ball: 25.6 mm
color: gun metal - incl. tyre: 235/30 R20 - incl. wheel center rings
AN5571665-DR

ERC2090401266GM-23530-02 4.142,86 C

ABT complete
wheel sets
FR

ABT - FR20 COMPLETE WHEEL SET
FR20 - 8,5 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 40 - hub diameter: 66,45 mm -
ball: 25,6 mm
color: mystic black - incl tyre: 235/30 R20 - incl. wheel center rings
AN5571665-DR

FRC2085401266-23530-02 4.142,86 C

ABT complete
wheel sets
ER-F

ABT - ER-F19 COMPLETE WHEEL SET
ER-F19 - 9.0 x 19 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 40 - hub diameter: 57.1 mm -
ball: 25.6 mm
color: black magic - incl. tyre DUNLOP SPORT MAXX RACE 235/35 R19

ERF1990401257-RDU23535-01 8.302,52 E
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DESCRIPTION ORDER NO. PRICE IN EURO
excl. VAT

ABT wheels
DR

ABT - DR-SPORT ALLOY WHEEL
DR18 - 8,5 x 18 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 50 - hub diameter: 57,1 mm -
ball 25,6 mm
color: mystic black

FDR1885501257MB 462,18 C

ABT - DR-SPORT ALLOY WHEEL
DR19 - 8,5 x 19 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 50 - hub diameter: 57,1 mm -
ball: 25,6 mm
color: mystic black

FDR1985501257MB 546,22 C

ABT - DR-SPORT ALLOY WHEEL
DR20 - 9,0 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 40 - hub diameter: 66,5 mm -
ball: 25,6 mm
color: mystic black

FDR2090401266MB 697,48 C

ABT wheels
ER-C

ABT - ER-C SPORT ALLOY WHEEL
ER-C18 - 8,5 x 18 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 45 - hub diameter: 57,1 mm -
ball: 25,6 mm
color: gun-metal / diamond-machined

FERC1885451257GM-1 462,18 C

ABT - ER-C SPORT ALLOY WHEEL
ER-C19 - 8,5 x 19 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 45 - hub diameter: 57,1 mm -
ball: 25,6 mm
color: gun-metal / diamond-machined

FERC1985451257GM-1 546,22 C

ABT - ER-C SPORT ALLOY WHEEL
ER-C20 - 9,0 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 40 - center bore: 66,45 mm -
ball: 25,6 mm
color: silverbullet

FERC2090401266  453,36 G

ABT - ER-C SPORT ALLOY WHEEL
ER-C20 - 9,0 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 40 - hub diameter: 66,45 mm
- ball: 25,6 mm
color: gun-metal

FERC2090401266GM 697,48 C

ABT wheels
ER-F

ABT - FORGED WHEEL ER-F
ER-F - 9,0 x 19 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 40 - center bore: 57,1 mm - ball:
25,6 mm
color: black magic - forged wheel (weight 8,0 kg)

FERF1990401257-1 1.638,66 E

ABT wheels
FR

ABT - FR-SPORT ALLOY WHEEL
FR20 - 8,5 x 20 - bolt circle: 5/112 - offset: 40 - hub diameter: 66,45 mm -
ball: 25,6 mm
color: mystic black

FFRC2085401266 697,48 C

ABT ventile ABT - VALVE CAPS
4 valve caps with ABT logo ANA000010 16,81 C

On all vehicles built from Nov. 2014 a tire pressure control system is standard. In general there are two different systems.
1. Indirect measuring tire pressure control system: In this case no sensors in the wheels are needed due to the measurement of the tire diameter through the
antilocking system.
2. Direct measuring tire pressure control system: In this case for each wheel a tire pressure sensor will be needed. There will be additional cost for ordering an
ABT complete wheel set.
When ordering a complete wheel set please indicate if your vehicle uses a direct or indirect tire pressure control system.
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ABT SUSPENSION

DESCRIPTION ORDER NO. PRICE IN EURO
excl. VAT

ABT suspension ABT - SUSPENSION SPRINGS
suitable for Golf VII R with adaptive damper contol-system (DDC)
FA-load: up to 1080 kg, RA-load: up to 980 kg
Lowering: FA aprox. 20 mm, RA aprox. 25 mm

5G005012010 294,11 C

assembly incl. axle alignment 508,40
ABT - SUSPENSION SPRINGS
suitable for Golf VII R Variant with adaptive damper contol-system
(DDC)
FA-load: up to 1070 kg, RA-load: up to 1100 kg
Lowering: FA aprox. 20 mm, RA aprox. 25 mm

5G005022010 294,11 C

assembly incl. axle alignment 508,40
ABT suspension ABT - HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE SUSPENSION-KIT

vehicles with DCC, DCC will be deactivated
height adjustable at front and rear axle, stainless steel technology
FA-load: up to 1080 kg, RA-load: up to 980 kg
Lowering: FA: aprox. 10-40mm RA: aprox. 20-45mm

5G005012100 1.394,96 C

assembly incl. axle alignment 453,78
HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE SUSPENSION-KIT
for vehicles with DCC
height adjustable at front and rear axle, stainless steel technology
FA-load: up to 1080 kg, RA-load: up to 980 kg
Lowering: FA: aprox. 10-65mm RA: aprox. 20-65mm

5G005012200 1.924,37 G

assembly incl. axle alignment 478,99
ABT suspension ABT - ANTI-ROLL BARS

for front- and rear axle
suitable for all vehicles based on the platform MQB, with all wheel drive
and multi-link rear axle

8S005004300 411,76 C

assembly incl. axle alignment 546,22

Restrictions may apply for ABT suspension products in terms of installation or set up on the serial car. Please check if there will be any limitations for your
vehicle at the ABT configurator, get in contact with your ABT partner or speak to ABT Sportsline directly.
Higher costs for the installation of the ABT-suspension may arise due to additional set up costs for electronical equipment (like automatic cruise control, active
lane assist, active side assist and others). These costs are not included yet in the installation. The instructions of the manufacturer have to be obeyed.
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ABT EXHAUST TECHNOLOGY

DESCRIPTION ORDER NO. PRICE IN EURO
excl. VAT

10044 ABT - MUFFLER SYSTEM
ABT muffler system for Golf VII R Limousine with serial rear skirt
4-end pipes, stainless steel with black chromed endpipes Ø 102 mm

5G002012200 2.176,47 E

assembly 163,87
ABT - REAR MUFFLER
ABT rear muffler for Golf VII R Variant (5G00) with serial rear skirt
4-end pipes, stainless steel with black chromed endpipes Ø 102 mm

5G002022200 2.176,47 E

assembly 163,87

The ABT rear skirt sets might have restrictions in terms of installation on the serial car. Please check if there will be any limitations for your vehicle at the the
ABT configurator, get in contact with your ABT partner or speak to ABT Sportsline directly.
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ABT BRAKE TECHNOLOGY

DESCRIPTION ORDER NO. PRICE IN EURO
excl. VAT

ABT brakes ABT - SPORT BRAKE SYSTEM FA
consists of: 6-piston brake caliper, black with ABT logo
brake disc Ø 370 mm x 35 mm, flexible steel brake lines
only in combination with ABT 19" or 20 "wheels
for Golf VII GTI up to 162 kW

8S006004370 5.462,18 E

assembly 344,54

Sufficient clearance of the wheels has only been checked with ABT wheels. With serial wheels or wheels from other manufacturers the clearance has to be
checked separately.
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ABT INTERIOR

DESCRIPTION ORDER NO. PRICE IN EURO
excl. VAT

ABT interior ABT - FLOOR MAT SET
material: velours, 4 pieces, black with silver embroidered ABT logo and
curved lines
5-door from 10/2012

5G0701181 126,05 C

ABT - INTEGRATED ENTRANCE LIGHTS
for VW vehicles with serial integrated entrance lights
set of 2 LED lights with ABT logo
for front and passenger door

AN0700170 39,49 E
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